**Important Synonyms and Antonyms**

**Main Word:** - Acrimonious {meaning- full of bitterness, disagreeably sharp, bitter or pungent)

*Synonyms:* - acrid, sarcastic, caustic, penetrating, irritating, stinging, vitriolic,

*Antonyms:* - bland, mild, good natured, kind, gentle

**Main Word:** - Peevish {meaning-easily annoyed by unimportant things)

*Synonyms:* - petulant, pettish, irritable, bad-tempered, cross, fretful, complaining

*Antonyms:* - uncomplaining, cheerful

**Main Word:** - Incarcerate {meaning- to put in prison)

*Synonyms:* - imprison, confine, jail

*Antonyms:* - release, free

**Main Word:** - Sedulous {meaning- working hard and steadily)

*Synonyms:* - industrious, assiduous, persevering, diligent, constant, persistent

*Antonyms:* - lazy, parasitic

**Main Word:** - Ostentatious {meaning- intended to attract notice)

*Synonyms:* - showy, conspicuous

*Antonyms:* - subdued, modest

**Main Word:** - Redolent {meaning- giving off a strong, pleasant fragrance)

*Synonyms:* - fragrant, aromatic, odorous, evocative, suggestive, reminiscent, remindful

*Antonyms:* - fetid, foul, malodorous, noisome, putrid, rancid, rank, reeking, reeky, smelly

**Main Word:** - Gauche {meaning- not skilful especially in social behaviour)

*Synonyms:* - awkward, clumsy, inept, maladroit, boorish

*Antonyms:* - adroit

**Main Word:** - Feign {meaning- to pretend, to hide real feeling or intentions)

*Synonyms:* - sham, simulate, counterfeit, dissemble

**Main Word:** - Incipient {meaning- just beginning)

*Synonyms:* - starting, embryonic

*Antonyms:* - full-fledged, full-scale

**Main Word:** - Plight {meaning- condition or situation usually bad)

*Synonyms:* - dilemma, scrape, fix, predicament, an unfortunate, difficult, or precarious situation

**Main Word:** - Benediction {meaning- the expression of a blessing or good wishes)

*Synonyms:* - approval, encouragement, sanction

*Antonyms:* - curse, malediction, denunciation
Main Word: -Acquiescent (meaning- willing to go along with something/somebody)
Synonyms: - compliant, agreeable, submissive
Antonyms: - opposed, adverse

Main Word: -Adroit (meaning- very able or skilled)
Synonyms: - adept, apt, proficient
Antonyms: - awkward, clumsy, inept

Main Word: -unwieldy (meaning-difficult to move or manage)
Synonyms: - awkward, bunglesome, clumsy, clunky, cranky, cumbrous, ponderous, ungainly, unhandy, cumbersome
Antonyms: - handy, functional, practical,

Main Word: -Exasperate (meaning- to annoy or irritate)
Synonyms: - aggravate, infuriate, provoke, outrage
Antonyms: - please, soothe, mollify

Main Word: -Tranquil (meaning- peaceful, cool life)
Synonyms: - Calm, placid, serene, still, quiet, peaceful, Arcadian, hushed, peaceful, restful, still, stilly,
Antonyms:- boisterous, clamorous, clattery, deafening, loud, noisy, raucous, roistering, romping, rowdy, tumultuous, unquiet, uproarious, woolly

Main Word: -Adamant (meaning- Unyielding)
Synonyms: - inexorable, insistent, intransigent, obdurate
Antonyms: - flexible, pliant, yielding

Main Word: -Raucous (meaning- harsh sounding, hoarse, a raucous laugh)
Synonyms: - Disorderly, boisterous, rough, strident
Antonyms: - soft, mild, pleasing

Main Word: -paucity (meaning-smallness in number or quantity)
Synonyms: - dearth, scarcity
Antonyms: - abundance

Main Word: -Vehement (meaning- passionate or ardent)
Synonyms: - fiery, fervent, intense, strenuous, lively, vigorous, full of energy
Antonyms: - calm, half-hearted, listless

Main Word: -inane (meaning- an inane remark)
Synonyms: - stupid, silly, pointless, foolish, senseless
Antonyms: - sensible, meaningful
Main Word: Somnolent {meaning- tending to produce sleep)
Synonyms: sleepy, drowsy, dozy, drowsy, slumberous, sleepy
Antonyms: alert, awake, conscious, wakeful, wide-awake

Main Word: labyrinthine {meaning- pertaining to maze)
Synonyms: baffling, complicated
Antonyms: simple, uncomplicated

Main Word: Delude {meaning- to deceive, mislead)
Synonyms: fool, dupe
Antonyms: enlighten

Main Word: Flout {meaning- To express scorn or contempt for, defy)
Synonyms: scoff, jeer, mock
Antonyms: approve, respect, esteem

Main Word: Sanguine {meaning- cheerful, confident, optimistic)
Synonyms: buoyant, hopeful
Antonyms: gloomy, pessimistic, apprehensive

Main Word: Finicky {meaning- to worried about that you eat, wear etc. disliking many things,
Ex- finicky about his appearance)
Synonyms: particular, overnice, meticulous, overly fastidious or fussy, dainty, delicate, demanding,
exact, fastidious, finicky, fussbudgetry, fussy, nice, old-maidish, particular, pernickety
Antonyms: undemanding, unfastidious, unfussy

Main Word: Ornate {meaning- heavily ornamented or adorned)
Synonyms: elaborate, flamboyant, florid, fussy, gingerbread, gingerbreaded, gingerbready, overdecorated, overwrought
Antonyms: plain, simple, austere, plain, severe, stark, unadorned

Main Word: Furtive {meaning- done in secret, sly)
Synonyms: stealthy, surreptitious, concealed, evasive, shifty
Antonyms: open, apparent, honest, forthright

Main Word: Pert {meaning- Disrespectfully forward, impertinent, saucy)
Synonyms: impudent, flippant
Antonyms: modest, bashful, demure

Main Word: Bellicose {meaning- have a tendency to fight)
Synonyms: pugnacious, warlike, belligerent, hostile, quarrelsome
Antonyms: friendly, peaceable, amicable, gentle, pacific
Main Word: Kaleiscopic {meaning- Constantly and swiftly changing)
Synonyms: shifting, fluid
Antonyms: steady, constant

Main Word: Surreptitious {meaning- done or acting secretly)
Synonyms: secret, furtive, underhand, clandestine
Antonyms: open, straightforward, plain

Main Word: Munificent {meaning- to extraordinarily generous)
Synonyms: generous, liberal
Antonyms: mean, stingy

Main Word: Profligate {meaning- lost or insensible to principle, virtue, decency)
Synonyms: immoral, dissolute, wasteful, extravagant,
high-rolling, prodigal, spendthrift, squandering, thriftless, unthrifty, wasteful
Antonyms: conserving, economical, economizing, frugal, penny-pinching, scrimping, skimping, thrifty

Main Word: Limpid {Ex- a limpid pool of water)
Synonyms: transparent, lucid, logical, clear and simple, not cloudy
Antonyms: foggy, vague

Main Word: Trammel {meaning- anything that limits freedom or activity)
Synonyms: Hinder, obstruct, restrict, impede, hamper, impediment, barrier, bar, block, hindrance
Antonyms: help, assistance

Main Word: Randy {meaning- sexually excited, to feel/get randy)
Synonyms: boisterous, coarse, disorderly, lewd, lustful

Main Word: Puerile {meaning- Juvenile, childhood characteristics)
Synonyms: childish, silly, immature, young, youthful
Antonyms: adult, mature

Main Word: Nifty {meaning- Smart, stylish, fine, splendid)
Synonyms: chic, trim, dapper
Antonyms: dowdy, shabby

Main Word: Incisive {meaning- sharp and penetrating or cutting)
Synonyms: keen, trenchant, biting, piercing
Antonyms: bland, blunt, gentle

Main Word: Laidback {meaning- in a calm and relaxed way)
Synonyms: unflappable, in excitable, easy going, unruffled
Antonyms: flustered, excitable, agitated
Main Word: -Corrobrate {meaning- to confirm)
Synonyms: - verify, substantiate, support
Antonyms: - disprove, contradict, controvert

Main Word: -Mundane {meaning- day to day concerns)
Synonyms: - ordinary, common, humdrum, dull
Antonyms: - spiritual

Main Word: -Impeccable {meaning-free from error/fault/flaw)
Synonyms: - perfect, flawless, irreproachable, faultless
Antonyms: - imperfect, defective, marred

Main Word: -Recondite {meaning- difficult to understand)
Synonyms: - secret, hidden, mysterious, arcane, obscure, abstruse
Antonyms: - understandable, comprehensive

Main Word: -Penurious {meaning- to very needy, scanty, extreme poverty and want)
Synonyms: - necessitous, impecunious, bankrupt, penury, poverty, scarcity, destitution, mean, parsimonious, sordid, scanty
Antonyms: - generous, wealthy

Main Word: -Splurge {meaning- to spend lavishly, be extravagant)
Synonyms: - to show off,

Main Word: -Proficient {meaning- highly skilled)
Synonyms: - adept, apt, expert, skilful
Antonyms: - awkward, clumsy, inept, unskilful

Main Word: -Bemused {meaning- confused)
Synonyms: - bewildered, puzzled, perplexed, muddled,

Main Word: -Impromptu (adj) {meaning-without preparation, not planned ahead of time)
Synonyms: - extemporaneous, spontaneous, off-the-cuff, (adv.)-extempore, extemporaneously
Antonyms: - planned, scheduled, prepared, rehearsed

Main Word: -Ominous {meaning-suggesting that something bad is going to happen in the future)
Synonyms: - threatening, menacing, sinister, inauspicious
Antonyms: - auspicious, encouraging

Main Word: -Robust {Ex- a robust person)
Synonyms: - strong, stalwart, stout, healthy, sturdy, vigorous, wholesome
Antonyms: - weak, fragile, frail, delicate, puny, feeble,